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Figure 1. Monthly differences in the mean number of

prey items captured by Mississippi Kites ( Ictinia mississip-

piensis) during 2-min foraging intervals.

como las causas de este aumento, existen pocos estudios

que puedan cuantificar esto. Las observaciones sobre el

forrajeo de Ictinia mississippiensis en ambientes abiertos

en Louisiana sugieren que esta especie es muy eficiente

en su forrajeo en este habitat. Ictinia mississipiensisc aptura

un promedio de 1.18 presas por cada 2 minutos de in-

tervalo de forrajeo. Esta es una tasa exitosa mucho mayor

que las anteriores en ambientes abiertos. Se hace nece-

saria la comparacion de datos de forrajeo colectados en

distintos habitats y localidades.

[Traduccion de Cesar Marquez]
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Transmitters on necklaces, originally used on game
birds, resulted from a modification of neck-mounted

markers developed in 1970 in response to selective pre-
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dation on individuals with back-mounted markers (Pyrah

1970, Amstrup 1980). For larger birds, neck-mounted

transmitters are used infrequently; backpack-style har-

nesses are preferred for their tenacity and durability in

long-term research (Day et al. 1980, Marion and Shamis

1977, Young and Kochert 1987). For short-term research

using short-lived radio transmitters, mounting methods

must be highly reliable for the length of the study but

need not be permanent. In a study of fledgling behavior,

I mounted radio transmitters around the necks of Os-
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A. A.

Figure 1. Rubber band style transmitter mount. A)

Front view. B) As worn by fledglings.

preys (Pandion haliaetus

)

using standard rubber bands

which have been used with Ospreys (C.R Schaadt pers.

comm.) as well as with raptors manned for falconry, and

crimped nylon-wound elastic mounts designed and tested

in this study. I describe and review the merits and draw-

backs of each.

Methods

In June-August 1993, I attached eight modified neck-

lace-style transmitters (ATS Model 2032: 5. 6-5. 9 g, 90 d

battery life) to nestling Ospreys of age 35-45 d at Cas-

cade Reservoir, Valley County, ID. I stitched the radio to

a 3 X 4 cm patch of 100% nylon pack cloth rolled into

a sleeve and sewn around a size 34 rubber band (0.4 cm
width, 12.5-13 cm unstretched circumference; herein re-

ferred to as RB, Fig. 1 ) . In July-August 1 994, I attached

16 pendant-style transmitters (Merlin Systems: 7. 4-7. 7 g,

90 d battery life) to Osprey nestlings at Cascade Reser-

voir. I hung the unit around an Osprey’s neck on an

adjustable loop of nylon-wrapped elastic (Stretchrite

Round Cord Elastic, Rhode Island Textile Company;
herein referred to as NWE, Fig. 2). The necklace con-

sisted of two elastic segments with looped ends rejoined

by cotton thread, fed through a 1 .5 cm segment of metal

tubing (Archer Butt Connector, No. 64-3036) and
crimped to size.

Figure 2. Nylon-wound elastic style transmitter mount.

A) Rear view. B) Side view. C) As worn by fledglings

(mounting bracket and antenna toward the Osprey’s

breast)

.

Results

Ospreys shed or removed seven of nine RB mounts in

1993. I recovered five of these. On two units, the rubber

bands were broken and the three others were intact. All

recovered transmitters remained firmly attached to the

pack cloth.

RB mounts were lost at an average of 35 d (range 21—

44 d) after application. In 115 hr of observations, I saw

only one juvenile Osprey pull at its transmitter. Its sibling

also preened around the necklace, both on the second

day after application. Transmitter positions occasionally

shifted, indicating that the unit moved freely about the

Osprey’s neck.

Ospreys shed or removed eight of 16 NWEmounts in

1994. The elastic pulled out of the crimping on one unit,

two separated at the break-away loops, the elastic was not

recovered with four units, and the eighth unit was not

recovered. NWEmounts failed at an average of 26 d

(range 18-37 d). In 504 hr of observation, I observed no

Osprey young pulling at their own or their nest mates’
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transmitters. All shed or removed transmitters were lost

18-44 d after application. The two mounting styles dif-

fered significantly in mean length of retention (Wilcoxon

Rank SumTest, S - 73.5, Z = 1.97, P = 0.04; NWEx =

25.7 d, RB x = 34.8 d) but not in variance in retention

(F 6 7 = 1.63, P = 0.53; NWEs = 2.18, RB s = 2.98). The

locations of transmitter losses were not random: 13 of 15

were recovered at or below nest or perch sites (x
2 = 6.2,

P 0.016).

Two Ospreys, one in each year, pulled the necklace

material into their mouths. Whereas the 1993 Osprey fed

normally despite transmitter position and shed the unit

without incident at the reservoir shore two days later, the

1994 Osprey fed itself with difficulty. I trapped this fledg-

ling at its natal nest and removed the transmitter. The

elastic caused only minor abrasion of tissue at the corners

of the mandibles. Necklaces did not obstruct feeding of

any other juvenile Ospreys.

Transmitters that were retained through dispersal from

the breeding area (one in 1993, four in 1994) were worn

by Ospreys for an average of 34 d (range 28-43 d). Four

shed units that were replaced and subsequently retained

through dispersal provided an additional 6—18 d of in-

formation before the Ospreys dispersed.

Discussion

The main benefits of necklace style transmitter mounts

are their low cost, easy construction, rapid application in

the field, and minimal physical impact to their recipients.

I prepared both styles of necklace mounts ahead of time,

then simply slipped them over the heads and worked

them under the feathers in the field. This greatly re-

duced the length of disturbance and amount of stress

incurred by juveniles during marking and measurement.

Per unit, both styles required under 30 min to prepare,

cost less than $1.00 to construct, and took only minutes

to attach. However, I found drawbacks to both styles I

tested.

RB mounts were faster to attach than NAVE mounts,

but could not be adjusted to fit snugly. Rubber bands

should have outlasted the battery life of the transmitter

and dropped off after the unit was defunct. However, the

elasticity of rubber bands apparently enabled fledglings

to pull the transmitters off without breaking the bands.

Although this behavior was never observed in the field,

seven of nine (one remounted) units were either shed

prematurely or successfully removed, three with the

rubber band unbroken.

NWEcord had less stretch than rubber bands, permit-

ting a tighter fit to each individual. However, nestlings

scratched at their necks more often in 1994 than in 1993.

I observed two Ospreys scratching at their necks 1 wk
before both shed their transmitters: one separated at the

loops and the other was missing its elastic. Preening re-

sulted in two Ospreys being bridled by their necklaces,

indicating that beak preening was not strong enough to

break the mounts, but also that neither style fit sufficient-

ly snugly. Were a talon to become hooked under the elas-

tic, the downward force of an Osprey’s leg was probably

sufficient to pull the elastic out of the crimping or snap

the threads at the break-away loops. I recovered no units

on which the nylon cord was broken, in contrast to three

of nine broken RB mounts. Transmitter removals in 1994

may thus have been attributable to scratching or preen-

ing in response to irritation, possibly caused by the

crimped metal tubing. The recovery of most shed units

below platforms or trees supports the notion that trans-

mitter loss was associated with a behavior that is per-

formed while perched.

All methods of transmitter mountings vary in physical

impact to their bearers and in retention. Many studies

that have employed neck-mounted transmitters or visual

markers have encountered loss of markers, injury to the

bearer, or death by starvation or predation (Hawkins and

Simpson 1985, Small and Rusch 1985, Marks and Marks

1987, Maclnnes and Dunn 1987, Pekins 1987, Sorenson

1989, Ely 1990, Samuels et al. 1990), thus leading most

researchers to avoid neck mounts. However, Marcstrom

et al. (1989) found significantly higher survival of pheas-

ants with neck-mounts than with backpacks. Necklace

mounts require a minimum of skill and time to attach in

the field and cannot damage developing wing and tail

feathers of young birds.

Tail mounts have been used effectively with many adult

raptors including Ospreys (Kenward 1985a, Hagan and

Walters 1990, Phelps 1993) but have resulted in damaged
or loss of the retrices to which they were attached (Sa-

muels and Fuller 1994). Backpacks are widely recom-

mended and widely used for raptor studies, yet improp-

erly fitted backpacks have entangled feet (Nicholls and

Warner 1968) and can damage growing body feathers of

young birds (Kenward 1985b). Backpacks also sometimes

affect behavior which can result in selective predation on

their bearers (Small and Rusch 1985, Marcstrom et al.

1989). Although backpacks are more costly and require

more time and skill to attach properly, the benefits of

greater retention and reduced impact on behavior may
outweigh the costs. Kenward (1985b) recommended tail

mounts as best for raptors “.
. . unless the retrices of

young birds are not yet fully grown,” which precludes

their use with pre-fledging juveniles. He also recom-

mended anklet mounts over backpacks for juveniles, but

found the transmission range of anklet-mounted radios

was more readily reduced by low or ground perching, as

is often observed in young Ospreys in this population.

In addition to cost-effectiveness and rapid deployment

in the field, I used neck-mounted transmitters to reduce

the risks to juveniles of damage to developing wing and

tail feathers, interference with normal development of

flight and hunting skills, selective predation on already

vulnerable juveniles, or possible electrocution of young

Ospreys with tail or backpack mounts. In general, while

the neck-mounted transmitters in this study did not ap-

pear to cause damage to their bearers, antennae may
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have been annoying, as juvenile Ospreys were observed

biting at antennae while feeding and shaking their heads

to move the antennae out of the way. Whereas necklace-

style transmitter mounts were easy to construct and apply

in the field, their retention was generally low, and ap-

peared to be obtrusive in several instances. Neither neck-

mounting method proved sufficiently durable for use

with juvenile Ospreys. Both styles were shed early in the

post-fledging period, which lasts 30-35 d at this study

area.

Four possible means of improving NWEmounts are:

(1) use tubing with “teeth” that could effectively bite

into the elastic to prevent it from pulling out, (2) secur-

ing the NWEinside of the tubing with a drop of cyano-

acrylate glue at each end, (3) knotting the end of the

NWEagainst the ends of the crimped tubing, or (4)

stitching through the elastic rather than crimping it. I

was unable to locate “toothed” tubing small enough to

effectively crimp the 1/8” NWEcord. Although gluing

and/or stitching through might damage the elastic itself,

it may secure the mount better than crimping alone, ex-

tending the effectiveness while still remaining a tempo-

rary mounting method.

Resumen.

—

El uso de accesorios para sujetar radio-trans-

misores temporalmente son aconsejables para las neces-

idades de investigation en el corto plazo, sin embargo

los transmisores deben ser retenidos durante la duration

del estudio. Con el fin de valorar la eficiencia de transmi-

sores de collar en las aves rapaces, evalue la retention de

dos disenos en individuos juveniles de Pandion haliaetus :

una banda de caucho y un cordon elastico de nylon. Los

transmisores montados con bandas de caucho fueron sig-

nificativamente retenidos por mas tiempo que los de cor-

don elastico de nylon. Sinembargo ninguno de los dos

fue retenido hasta el periodo requerido para ser reco-

mendados para realizar investigaciones de campo.

[Traduction de Cesar Marquez]
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